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Abstract
Micro panels characterized by large numbers of individuals observed over a short time period
provide a rich source of information but as yet there is only limited experience in using such data for
forecasting. We exploit the linkage of a representative survey of more than 250,000 Australians aged
45 and over to several years of hospital, medical and pharmaceutical records. After calculating total
health care cost for each survey respondent, we explore the relative forecasting performance of
alternative models of health expenditures. In contrast to much of the risk adjustment literature,
where such modelling is prevalent, the availability of panel data allows the use of a fixed effects
approach in order to guard against possible omitted variable biases associated with unobservable
individual specific effects. When parameter estimation is the main objective there is a wellestablished preference for using fixed effects and existing simulation evidence also supports the use
of a fixed effects approach when forecasting is the main objective. We demonstrate in many
forecasting tasks this is a fragile conclusion that is likely to be overturned, including in our models of
health care costs. Simulation results add support and additional insights into the results obtained in
the application.
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1. Introduction
In a recent survey on forecasting with panel data, Baltagi (2008) contrasts the rich and
extensive forecasting literature using time series data with the relatively modest literature on
forecasting using panel data. Even within the area of panel forecasting, there is very little general
research on micro panels where N, the number of individuals, is large relative to T, the number of
time series observations. Baltagi (2008) references only one relevant paper by Baillie and Baltagi
(1999) who consider forecasting in the context of the standard one-way error component model and
compare a number of predictors including models estimated by OLS and fixed effects (FE) as well as
variants of the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) assuming a random effects specification. Given
the relatively good performance of the FE forecasts, even when the random effects specification is
the true generating process, Baillie and Baltagi (1999) argue there is a clear preference for FE in
order to guard against possible omitted variable biases associated with correlations between
unobservable individual specific effects and covariates included in the models. This preference for FE
mirrors the conventional wisdom when parameter estimation is the main objective.
Our primary aim is to provide further comparisons of alternative predictors in the context of
the motivating example of risk prediction in health economics. In particular, we ask whether the
superiority of models estimated by FE over those estimated by OLS is in fact clear cut in the context
of micro panels such as the data we use. The key feature of such panels is the availability of a very
large number of individuals (more than 250,000 in our data) but for a limited time dimension (4
years in our data). The survey of Baltagi (2008) highlights the existing focus on forecasting in the
time dimension. In our risk adjustment application, this task is about forecasting the future health
costs of a given pool of individuals where their past cost histories are available. With panel data
there is a second type of forecast where the task is to predict outside the sample to a new group of
individuals for whom there is no past data (e.g., potential customers). In our analysis we consider
both forms of forecasting, and to distinguish them, we refer to forecasting in the cross section
dimension as “out-of-sample” and forecasting in the time series dimension as “post-sample”
forecasting.
There is no shortage of recent research dealing with various aspects of modelling individual
health care treatment costs and expenditures. The primary motivation derives from the use of such
models for risk adjustment. Broadly defined, risk adjustment in health means the use of patient-level
information to explain variation in health care utilization, costs and health outcomes (Ellis, 2008).
The application of risk adjustment is typically for payment purposes, such as payment to competitive
health insurance plans or to health providers, and health insurance premium setting. A good risk
adjustment prediction model is one that can forecast accurately the resource use of the individual.
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Key features of health expenditure data that make modelling a challenge are the presence of a
substantial proportion of zero observations (non-users of health services) and positive costs that are
highly skewed to the right with long thick right-hand tails. Thus many papers compare alternative
modelling approaches tailored to accommodate these features using cross sectional data; see for
example Jones, Lomas and Rice (2013) who ignore the non-users in search for an accurate model of
highly skewed data using over 6 million healthcare observations.
What are in relatively short supply are analyses involving panel data. Two recent survey
papers on econometric modelling in health economics by the same author serves to illustrate this
divide. Jones (2011) surveys the health care cost modelling literature as characterized above but
references Jones (2009) for discussion of panel data methods. However, there is only a brief mention
of health care cost modelling for risk adjustment in Jones (2009). Instead the applications focussed
on policy evaluation. Now the choices made on coverage in these two survey papers could merely be
driven by the need to narrow the focus but a close look at the literature does suggest there has been
little work on modelling health care costs using panel data.
Studies where panel have been used to estimate health expenditure models include Seshmani
and Gray (2004a,b), Stearns and Norton (2004), Albouy et al (2010) and Hill and Miller (2011).1 In
estimating the impact of age and time of death on hospital costs, Seshamani and Gray (2004a) find
that ignoring individual fixed effects results in significant omitted variable bias. Their sample is large
in both N and T dimensions: over 90,000 individuals with up to 24 years of observations (unbalanced
panel). However, because the impact of time invariant factors such as sex is of key interest, they rely
on a random effect model. Seshamani and Gray (2004b) use the same data set but have smaller N
(9,371) and account for the panel nature of the data only through robust standard errors. Stearns
and Norton (2004) estimate fixed effect models but their final predictions of future health costs are
made based on a random effects specification. Albouy et al (2010) consider state dependence in
panel data models. Their sample has moderate size N (about 7,000) and T (up to 6 years). Instead of
fixed effects, the panel structure is accommodated via Wooldridge (2005) type corrections for initial
conditions. Hill and Miller (2011) use the US Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data to
compare the performance of various models of health expenditure. Although the MEPS data is panel
in nature due to quarterly interviews, the study focuses on annual expenditure so the analysis is
cross-sectional.

1

There are also several descriptive studies using commercial MarketScan Databases in the US, which contains
data from the employer and health plan sources concerning medical and drug data for several million
commercially-insured individuals, including employees, their spouses, and dependents collected since 1995
(e.g. Aizcorbe, 2012) and MEPS data (e.g. Zuvekas and Olin, 2009; Bernard et al., 2011).
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Thus there is little research that specifically addresses forecasting issues when modelling
health costs and expenditures using panel data. Before proceeding to an extensive analysis of our
particular micro panel of healthcare costs, a Monte Carlo study is conducted in order to illustrate the
key issues and tradeoffs involved in selecting appropriate predictors.

2. Econometric framework
We abstract from econometric issues that have been the primary subject of many studies
comparing approaches for modelling health costs such as transforming the dependent variable,
which invites the problems of re-transformation as policymakers require forecasts in raw scale, and
accounting for the presence of zero observations. In part this is to focus attention on issues arising
when panel data are available but it is also a choice supported by past comparisons where simple
linear models estimated by OLS do relatively well. As Jones (2011) concludes:
“It is notable that the simple linear model, estimated by OLS, performs quite well across all of the
criteria, a finding that has been reinforced for larger datasets than the one used here.”
This is in fact what we have found with preliminary analyses using our data on health expenditures;
see Ellis et al (2013). Our expenditure data happen to have a small proportion of zero observations
due to the setting of a universal public healthcare system. Thus the forecasting comparison here is
kept narrowly focused on the differences between predictors using estimates produced by OLS and
by variants of fixed effects models with a common set of regressors in the context of a basic linear
panel model:
( )
In this setup the distinction between regressors that vary over both time and individuals (

)

and those that are time invariant ( ) has been made explicit and we have allowed for the potential
presence of unobservable time-invariant factors, the

. There has also been a distinction made

between two types of forecasting exercises. In using (1) to extrapolate beyond the data used for
estimation purposes, one could consider producing forecasts for

In other words, one could

forecast future costs for the sample of individuals used for estimation of the models parameters;
forecasting in the time dimension will be termed post-sample. But it would also be relevant to
consider a different sample of individuals not used in the estimation stage; forecasting

in the

cross sectional dimension will be termed out-of-sample. (Obviously there is also the case of postout-of-sample forecasting

). Several alternative predictors are considered although not all

will be available for these different forecasting tasks.
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In their simulation experiments, Baillie and Baltagi (1999) specified the data generating
process to be a classical one-way error component model where the

in (1) are assumed random

and independent of all regressors. In their comparison of predictors they emphasized the impact of
accounting for individual effects on both estimation and prediction. But because of their choice of
data generating process, the resulting estimation problem abstracts from possible biases in
coefficient estimates and concentrates on relative efficiencies of alternative predictors. While this
represents a reasonable base case, the alternative situation where the

are potentially correlated

with the regressors is an important and practically relevant extension. Here the generation of
consistent parameter estimates becomes an issue in comparing alternative predictors. The Baillie
and Baltagi (1999) framework is also extended by considering the two different types of prediction
problems.
OLS applied to the pooled data, ignoring the individual specific effects, yields parameter
estimates denoted by ̃ ̃ ̃ and produces the OLS predictor (OLSP) given by:
̃

̃

̃

̃.

For fixed effects estimation, the intercept is parameterized to be the mean of the individual specific
effects implying that the estimated
defining predictors. If the estimated

are restricted to have a zero mean. This provides options in
are not used in forming forecasts then we denote this

predictor FE(xb). Alternatively, adding in the estimated fixed effects yields the predictor FE(xb+mu).
Thus denoting the FE parameter estimates by ̂ ̂ ̂ these alternative predictors are defined as:
(
(

) ̂

̂

̂
) ̂

̂

̂

̂.

In a post-sample forecasting task, both of these FE approaches are feasible predictors but only FE(xb)
is available in the out-of-sample forecasting task.
Note that the time-invariant z’s will appear in the OLSP but not in either of the FE(.)
predictors. From a forecasting perspective this may or may not be an important source of
differentiation between predictors. In post-sample forecasting, FE(xb+mu) provides a very flexible
alternative to allowing for the z’s in the predictor. However, in the out-of-sample forecasting task
one might expect that OLSP potentially has an advantage over FE(xb).
In the case of out-of-sample forecasting an additional FE predictor is defined by generating
estimates of  from the following regression model:
( )
̂
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where the estimated individual specific effects are regressed on the z’s. These two-step estimates
denoted by ̂ ̂ are then used in conjunction with the first-step fixed effects estimates to form the
predictor FE(xb+zg):
(

) ̂

̂
(̂

̂
̂)

(̂

̂)
̂

̂

This estimator is discussed in Hsiao (1986) and is a Hausman and Taylor (1981) type estimator that
would result under the assumption that any correlation between unobservables and regressors is
confined to the time-varying regressors.
Using our data we compare the performance of alternative predictors, OLSP and all variants of
FE(.), using concurrent and prospective specifications for both post-sample and out-of-sample
forecasting tasks. Equation (1) depicts a concurrent specification where current period’s expenditure
is explained by current period covariates. Alternatively, the prospective model has next year’s total
health expenditure as the dependent variable and current period covariates. Performance is
evaluated in terms of forecast mean squared errors (MSE) with the ranking based on minimizing
MSE (MAPE was also calculated but leads to qualitatively the same results). We also compute the
predictive ratio which is a group-level measure of predictive accuracy. It involves adding up the total
predicted expenditure for a group of individuals and comparing that value to the actual expenditure
for the same group. A predictive ratio that is closer to 1 indicates a better fit.
In the first instance, a Monte Carlo study is conducted in order to illustrate the key issues and
tradeoffs involved in selecting the appropriate predictor. The Baillie and Baltagi (1999) experimental
design is used as a base and extensions are restricted to cases where fixed effects produce
consistent parameter estimates. Despite this restriction it is not a priori obvious that a fixed effects
predictor is necessarily always superior to an OLS predictor. In Baillie and Baltagi (1999) the often
substantial superiority of fixed effects over OLS derives from the individual heterogeneity in
outcomes that is accommodated by estimating individual effects. When forecasting out-of-sample,
this adjustment is not available and hence puts fixed effects predictors back on a more equal footing
with the OLSP. Also what is required is a good approximation of the conditional mean function and
this is not guaranteed by inserting consistent estimates of a subset of parameters, especially when
these consistent estimators may have large variances. These arguments have prompted the
inclusion of a simulation study in order to provide some guidance on what to expect when we
undertake our extensive empirical analysis. The situation is further complicated when time-invariant
variables are available. However, this additional issue is not addressed in the simulation study but is
left to the substantive application that follows as is the comparison of concurrent and prospective
specifications.
6

3. Monte Carlo experiment
3.1. Simulation design
The initial data generating process (DGP) to be considered is a variant of (1) where there are no
time-invariant explanatory variables and a single time-varying covariate implying:
( )
(

where

) and the DGP for

is given by

( )
where

is uniformly distributed on the interval [-0.5, 0.5] and

with the first 20

observations discarded. The unobserved individual effects are correlated with the explanatory
variable through the following specification:
( )
(

with
)

cov(

)

and

(

)

which

implies

var( )

and

. This reduces to the Baillie and Baltagi (1999) experimental design when

.

In order to facilitate comparisons, their results are reproduced in what is termed Experiment 1. This
involves varying

(

) as 0, 0.3, 0.6 or 0.9 with

fixed at 20 over 1,000

replications for each design point. In addition to one-period ahead post-sample forecasts, we also
provide out-of-sample forecasts for a holdout sample of n=50 individuals. Experiment 2 then repeats
the analysis adding correlation between the individual effects and the explanatory variable induced
by setting

a value that implies correlations between 0.10 and 0.25. All comparisons are

done in terms of forecast mean squared errors (MSE).
Apart from introducing correlations between unobserved individual effects and the
explanatory variable, the setup of Baillie and Baltagi (1999) needed to be extended in other respects
to better reflect the type of applications we seek to explore. In their experiments they set N=50 or
500 and T=10 or 20 while in Experiments 1 and 2 we specify N=500 or 1,000 and T=3, 10 or 20. To
get even closer to a more realistic situation, Experiment 3 is developed based on the actual data to
be used in our application. Using total health expenditures (

) as the dependent variable and

number of standard (less than 20 minutes) visits to a general practitioner (GP) in a year (

) as

the sole explanatory variable, a fixed effects specification is estimated for N=1,000 and T=3 and the
resulting parameter estimates are taken to be the “truth” to generate data for two panel
configurations (N=500 or 1,000 and T=3). The resulting DGP is given by:
( )
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where

and

implying

and the

values are fixed in this “real

data” experimental design. Note that the estimated fixed effects are constrained to sum to zero
implying that the intercept represents the overall mean of total health expenditures (in thousands).
Further details on the data will be provided in Section 4.
The real data design is completed by specifying a source of omitted variable bias by
generating the

as follows:

( )
where

is the mean number of initial specialist consultations in a year for each individual from our

data normalized to have a unitary variance, again taken to be fixed over replications, and
(

). Setting

(

and varying

) while keeping fixed

mimics Experiment 1, but with a very different explanatory variable. Compared to the Baillie
and Baltagi (1999) design, the contribution to total variation in the dependent variable due to the
variation in unobservables is much smaller here as is the within relative to the between variation in
the single explanatory variable. Because FE relies on the within variation we might expect a
deterioration in the relative performance of the FE predictor in this alternative design.
Setting

reproduces the sample correlation of 0.364 between

provides a real data version of Experiment 2. While

and

and

forms part of the DGP, it is taken to be

unobservable by the researcher and thus is not part of the model specification estimated by OLS and
FE. Because it is a time-invariant variable, this does not affect the FE estimation but will induce
parameter biases when OLS is used and

.

3.2. Simulation results
Table 1 provides the MSE results for Experiment 1 when

The post-sample forecasting

analysis for N=500 and T=10 or 20 reproduces that part of Table 1 of Baillie and Baltagi (1999)
corresponding to the predictors of interest here, namely OLSP and FE(xb+mu). The key feature of
this subset of the results is that the FE predictor dominates OLSP except when
difference increases markedly as

and the

increases. Baillie and Baltagi (1999) demonstrate that FE runs a

close second to the operational optimal predictor (they term this the “ordinary predictor”) based on
the true random effects DGP and emphasize the importance of accounting for individual effects in
estimation and prediction. Further they conclude that the FE predictor is recommended in practice
because of this relatively good simulation performance and its robustness to correlation between
random effects and regressors. Note that they do not extend their experimental design to provide
simulation evidence in support of the robustness claim.
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The remaining results in Table 1 provide some initial qualifications to the main findings of
Baillie and Baltagi (1999). First, the post-sample forecasts when T=3 exhibit a similar pattern except
there is a relative deterioration in FE(xb+mu) attributable to the reduced within variation in the
regressor that is associated with the short time dimension. This means that for

the OLSP

dominates FE(xb+mu) by a greater margin than when T is larger. The second feature relates to the
out-of-sample forecasting section of the results where the superiority of FE over OLS is eliminated
and the performance of the two predictors, FE(xb) and OLSP is essentially the same for all N and T
combinations. This serves to emphasize that the importance of accounting for individual effects
relates to their use in prediction rather than estimation. In out-of-sample forecasting, FE(xb)
accounts for individual effects in estimation but because forecasting relates to a new sample of
individuals, only a single overall mean effect can be used for prediction.
Table 1: Post-sample and out-of-sample mean squared errors: Experiment 1
Post-sample
Out-of-sample
OLSP
FE(xb+mu)
OLSP
FE(xb)
MSE
MSE
MSE
MSE
N=500, T=10
=0
20.045
22.056
20.027
20.027
 =0.3
20.004
15.450
19.969
19.969
 =0.6
19.971
8.828
19.924
19.922
 =0.9
19.947
2.207
19.884
19.882
N=500, T=20
=0
19.995
20.994
20.028
20.028
 =0.3
19.998
14.661
20.061
20.061
 =0.6
20.001
8.425
19.994
19.994
 =0.9
20.001
2.097
20.065
20.065
N=500, T=3
=0
20.030
26.657
20.064
20.077
 =0.3
20.012
18.675
20.064
20.067
 =0.6
20.016
10.671
20.106
20.102
 =0.9
20.023
2.668
20.108
20.096
N=1000, T=3
20.014
26.632
20.151
20.156
=0
20.034
18.673
20.049
20.052
 =0.3
20.012
10.670
20.157
20.157
 =0.6
19.980
2.668
20.285
20.281
 =0.9
Notes: (i) The first two N, T pairs were chosen to be comparable with the design choices of Baillie and Baltagi (1999) while
the second two N, T pairs were chosen to be more representative of micro panels.
(ii) OLSP is the OLS predictor; FE(xb) is the FE predictor without the estimated individual specific effects; FE(xb+mu) is the
FE predictor with the estimated individual specific effects.
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Table 2 provides the MSE results for Experiment 2 where OLS no longer produces consistent
parameter estimates because of the non-zero correlation between the explanatory variable and the
unobserved time-invariant effects. There are no results for
invariant effects. Setting

which implies no unobserved time-

implies modest levels of correlation (0.10 – 0.25) between the

explanatory variable and the unobserved effects but the biases in the OLS parameter estimates are
substantial. For example, with

the mean correlation calculated over

the 1,000 replications of the experiment was 0.143 while the means of the OLS estimates of
and

were 1.452 and 1.347, respectively. Despite these large parameter biases the pattern

in the post-sample MSEs was largely unchanged from Experiment 1: the FE predictor dominates
OLSP and the difference increases as

increases.

Table 2: Post-sample and out-of-sample mean squared errors: Experiment 2
Post-sample
Out-of-sample
OLSP
FE(xb+mu)
OLSP
FE(xb)
MSE
MSE
MSE
MSE
N=500, T=10
 =0.3
19.863
15.447
19.514
20.051
 =0.6
19.762
8.780
19.542
20.074
 =0.9
19.890
2.205
19.622
20.052
N=500, T=20
 =0.3
20.092
14.708
19.714
19.999
 =0.6
20.121
8.411
19.718
19.984
 =0.9
20.161
2.094
19.755
20.019
N=500, T=3
 =0.3
19.386
18.660
19.471
20.241
 =0.6
19.471
10.721
19.352
20.175
 =0.9
19.316
2.670
19.474
20.202
N=1000, T=3
19.408
18.667
19.467
20.159
 =0.3
19.363
10.677
19.435
20.164
 =0.6
19.414
2.671
19.408
20.034
 =0.9
Notes: (i) The first two N, T pairs were chosen to be comparable with the design choices of Baillie and Baltagi (1999) while
the second two N, T pairs were chosen to be more representative of micro panels.
(ii) OLSP is the OLS predictor; FE(xb) is the FE predictor without the estimated individual specific effects; FE(xb+mu) is the
FE predictor with the estimated individual specific effects.

The pattern in the out-of-sample forecasting section of the results has changed though. In
Experiment 1 there was essentially no difference between FE(xb) and OLSP. Now, while the
differences are still modest, OLSP uniformly dominates FE(xb) despite the fact that OLS produces
severely biased estimates of the true parameter values.
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The out-of-sample superiority of OLSP over FE(xb) is an artefact of a more general
phenomenon. Consider a classical linear regression variant of (1) where

implying that the

optimal predictor, in a lowest MSE sense, would require replacing the unknown parameters with
their OLS estimates. If instead

is not observed, giving rise to a standard omitted variable situation,

then the “mis-specified” predictor is now only a function of

. Using OLS to estimate the short

regression produces consistent estimates of population parameters that incorporate the biases due
to the impact of omitting

and corresponds to the best linear predictor of

alone. With panel data, one can obtain consistent estimates of
the prediction equation that is solely a function of

and

conditional on

using FE but using these in

means that there is no account being taken of

for the purposes of prediction and will produce poor forecasts in the case where omitted variable
biases occur. It is essentially the same as taking the optimal predictor when both
available in (1) but then specifying

and

are

.

Table 3: Post-sample and out-of-sample mean squared errors: Experiment 3
Post-sample
Out-of-sample
OLSP
FE(xb+mu)
OLSP
FE(xb)
MSE
MSE
MSE
MSE
Uncorrelated
N=500, T=3
=0
87.465
116.579
88.616
93.835
 =0.3
87.704
81.527
87.966
93.185
 =0.6
87.612
46.793
88.023
93.306
 =0.9
87.200
11.720
87.961
92.745
N=1000, T=3
=0
87.696
116.856
88.083
93.327
 =0.3
87.712
81.908
87.564
92.785
 =0.6
87.820
46.859
88.384
93.230
 =0.9
87.733
11.684
87.940
92.957
Correlated
N=500, T=3
 =0.3
87.253
81.898
87.597
92.102
 =0.6
87.550
46.775
88.255
92.698
 =0.9
87.389
11.683
89.578
93.200
N=1000, T=3
 =0.3
87.453
81.802
87.591
92.244
 =0.6
87.365
46.798
87.422
92.088
 =0.9
87.341
11.669
87.588
92.062
Notes: (i) Here only the N, T pairs more representative of micro panels are used but results are provided when the
individual effects are uncorrelated with the explanatory variable (first two panels) and when there is correlation (second
two panels).
(ii) OLSP is the OLS predictor; FE(xb) is the FE predictor without the estimated individual specific effects; FE(xb+mu) is the
FE predictor with the estimated individual specific effects.
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Table 3 provides the MSE results for Experiment 3 where the real data design is utilized. The
table is partitioned into two parts; the first part mirrors Experiment 1 where the explanatory variable
is uncorrelated with the unobserved time-invariant effects, and the second part, where such
correlation is introduced, mirrors Experiment 2. Qualitatively the overall results are similar. Even
with a very different explanatory variable, taken from our data, FE(xb+mu) does well in post-sample
forecasting irrespective of whether OLS parameter estimates are impacted by omitted variable
biases or not. The situation with out-of-sample results has changed somewhat in that OLSP now
dominates FE(xb) in both the uncorrelated and correlated cases. Previously they were almost
identical in the uncorrelated case but now the within variation is relatively small compared to the
between variation and this adversely impacts the performance of the FE predictor.
These Monte Carlo results are not meant to represent an exhaustive investigation of issues
relevant to choice of predictors with micro panel data. Rather they serve to highlight some
important dimensions of the comparison between FE and OLS predictors that were not evident in
the work of Baillie and Baltagi (1999), and they provide some indication of what to expect in the case
study to follow. In particular, we expect the OLSP to perform relatively better in out-of sample
forecasting task compared to the post-sample forecasting task.

4. Data
Our data are derived from the 45 and Up Study of 267,153 New South Wales (NSW) residents
linked to several administrative data sources of health costs from 2006 to 2009: hospital inpatient
data and emergency department (ED) data (linked by the NSW Centre for Health Record Linkage
http://www.cherel.org.au/), Medical Benefits Schedule (MBS) data for medical services such as GP
and specialist consultations and Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) data of prescription drugs for
which a government subsidy was paid. The survey was collected only once during this period (45 and
Up Study Collaborators, 2008), but the health records of the survey respondents are a panel. We
exclude voluntary participants and those respondents with invalid age (0.1%), and those who died
during the study period. The final sample is 1,056,096 person-years. The average age of the survey
respondents is 63 years.
Individual annual total health expenditure is calculated as the sum of costs of hospital services,
charges for MBS items and prices of PBS drugs in any given year. The cost of hospital services is
imputed using the NSW Costs of Care Standards 2009/10 guidelines released by NSW Department of
Health. For hospitalization, it varies by diagnostic group, type of treating hospital, type of care (e.g.,
overnight or same day), length of stay, intensive care unit (ICU) hours and the use of ventilation
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machine. For ED presentations, cost varies with hospital type, urgency category and whether or not
the patient is subsequently admitted. All expenditures are annual and indexed to constant $2009.
A common feature of health expenditure data is positive skewness. Figure 1 illustrates, if the
population is sorted by its health expenditure each year, the top 25% of the population accounts for
almost 80% of total expenditure. The very highest health expenditure is concentrated in the top 1%.
50% of the population who incurs the least amount of spending accounts for less than 10% of total
expenditure. This pattern is consistent across all years, suggesting the absence of any relevant
structural break in demand within our study period that needs to be accounted for.
Another typical feature of health expenditure data is a large mass of zero expenditure.
However in our data, less than 3% of individuals have zero expenditure in any given year. This could
be explained by our older sample of individuals, whose demand for health services is relatively
higher than the general population, and the Australian universal public health system which ensures
access of health services by all. The mean expenditure was $3,450 in 2006, $4,050 in 2007, $4,670 in
2008 and $5,004 in 2009.
Figure 1: Health expenditure distribution by year
100%
90%

Cumulative distribution

80%
70%
99-100%
60%

95-99%
90-95%

50%

75-90%
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Note: For each year of the data the cumulative distribution of health expenditure is presented for the indicated
percentages of the sample. For example, the white (lowest) bar indicates that 50% of people with the lowest health
expenditure account for less than 10% of the total health expenditure and this is true in all years, 2006-2009. For a
symmetric distribution the cumulative distribution should be 50% for this segment. The second lowest bar indicates that
75% of people with the lowest health expenditure account for less than 30% of the total health expenditure, and so on.
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Time-varying regressors (

) are diagnoses during hospitalization and drug groups. To

summarize this rich information into a manageable number of variables to be put into the regression
model, we use a US-based risk adjustment tool called DxCG Risk Solutions developed by Verisk
Health. This is a standard approach in the risk adjustment literature. The software, which extends
the classification system used by the US Medicare program for paying competing health plans,
organizes diagnose codes (International Statistical Classification of Diseases version 10) and drug
codes (Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification) into a large number of non-mutually
exclusive categories, and imposes hierarchies on diseases and drugs so that more serious or
expensive conditions take precedence over less serious or expensive conditions. The software also
performs a number of data-cleaning steps to identify illegal (e.g. coding errors) or invalid (e.g. male
pregnancies) diagnoses. It has been used by numerous academic papers in the US such as Ash et al.
(2001), Einav et al. (2013) and Zhao et al. (2005). The result of the grouping is 110 non mutually
exclusive dummy variables for diagnoses (Related Health Conditions, RCCs) and 123 non mutually
exclusive dummy variables for drugs (RX groups). Age and its interaction with gender are also
included as time-varying regressors.
All other variables from the 45 and Up Survey are time-invariant, some because they are only
measured at one point in time. To explore the role of various observed individual specific factors in
explaining variation in health expenditure, we define 3 sets of time-invariant variables. The first set
consists of basic demographic characteristics, such as sex, marital status, education, the
possession of a health care concession card, region, foreign born and language status and skin colour
to capture ethnicity. The second set

, augments

by including self-reported health variables

such as self-assessed general health and major chronic illnesses, such as diabetes, hypertension,
cancers, heart disease, broken bone and asthma. The third set

, augments

by including

socioeconomic characteristics, such as income, employment and private health insurance status, and
lifestyle variables such as smoking, obesity and alcohol consumption. The last set of additional
variables is potentially endogenous.

5. Forecasting results
All of the analyses use data drawn from a balanced panel of 264,024 individuals observed for
four years. For the prospective specification only three years of data are available. These data are
then divided into estimation and holdout samples that vary depending on the type of forecasting
analysis being undertaken.
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In the first set of results provided in Table 4 we consider post-sample prediction. Here the
holdout sample comprises one year of data for all individuals. Predictive MSEs are reported for both
concurrent and prospective specifications as are comparable within sample measures as a baseline.
Within sample, and for both concurrent and prospective specifications, the ranking of predictors is
the same with FE(xb+mu) being better than OLSP which in turn is better than FE(xb). What is
noteworthy is that the superiority of OLSP over FE(xb) is more pronounced in the prospective
specification. What is also clear is the superiority of the concurrent specification over the
prospective, but because the former captures contemporaneous associations, this is not
unexpected.
Setting aside one or two years of data for post-sample prediction the superiority of
FE(xb+mu) disappears. In all cases and for both the concurrent and prospective specifications, OLSP
produces the lowest predictive MSE. For the concurrent specification the differences are relatively
small across all three predictors but FE(xb+mu) is not necessarily superior to FE(xb). For the
prospective case the post-sample ordering is clearer with the use of estimated individual fixed
effects in FE(xb+mu) improving prediction performance relative to FE(xb) although still remaining
inferior to the OLSP.
Table 4: Predictive mean squared error comparison of alternative predictors:
Post-sample
Concurrent Prospective
MSE
MSE
Within sample fit
OLSP
30.24
76.19
FE(xb)
31.04
104.7
FE(xb + mu)
18.78
40.58
Prediction, T = 3, =1
OLSP
48.68
FE(xb)
49.81
FE(xb+mu)
49.65
Prediction T = 2, =1
OLSP
30.94
106.1
FE(xb)
32.59
158.0
FE(xb+mu)
33.20
122.2
Prediction T = 2, =2
OLSP
49.76
FE(xb)
51.30
FE(xb+mu)
54.60
Note: N=264,024 in all cases. For within sample fit T=3 for prospective and T=4 for concurrent.  values indicate whether
the prediction is one or two periods ahead.
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Note that unlike the earlier simulation results, the predictive models include both timevarying and time-invariant predictors. These will remain in the OLSP and one would expect this
feature to assist predictive performance relative to FE(xb). While the time-invariant predictors will
also be absent from FE(xb+mu), one expects the use of estimated individual fixed effects which are
so important in producing a good within sample fit, to compensate. For our application this proves
not to be the case in the post-sample results presented in Table 4.
One might expect the role of time-invariant regressors to be even more important for the
case of out-of-sample prediction because here FE(xb+mu) is not a feasible predictor. There are
numerous time-invariant regressors available for use in the predictor specifications and many of
them might be suspected of being endogenous. Recall that moving from z1 to z3, more timeinvariant regressors are added but at the same time the exogeneity of these additional regressors
becomes more problematic.
Table 5: Predictive mean squared error comparison of alternative predictors:
Out-of-sample
Concurrent Prospective
MSE
MSE
Within sample fit
OLSP(z1)
29.55
74.92
OLSP(z2)
29.53
74.36
OLSP(z3)
29.51
74.20
FE(xb)
30.26
102.6
FE(xb+mu)
18.19
39.19
FE(xb+zg1)
30.15
96.52
FE(xb+zg2)
30.11
90.66
FE(xb+zg2)
30.09
89.85
Prediction
OLSP(z1)
33.37
85.23
OLSP(z2)
33.34
84.68
OLSP(z3)
33.33
84.54
FE(xb)
34.12
113.7
FE(xb+zg1)
34.02
107.4
FE(xb+zg2)
33.99
101.5
FE(xb+zg3)
33.97
100.7
Notes: (i) In all cases T=3 for the prospective and T=4 for the concurrent specifications. N=211,728 for the within sample fit
then models are used to predict for a 20% holdout sample of n= 52,932.
(ii) Three variants of the OLS predictor (OLSP) and the FE predictor (FE(xb+zg) are defined depending on which of 3 sets of
time invariant explanatory variables are used. Moving from z1 to z3, (and hence from OLSP(z1) and FE(xb+zg1) to OLSP(z3)
and FE(xb+zg3)) more time-invariant regressors are added but at the same time the exogeneity of these additional
regressors becomes more problematic.

Table 5 provides the analysis of out-of-sample predictions. Here the holdout sample refers
to the 2009 expenditures for a randomly selected 20% sample of 52,932 individuals. In terms of both
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within sample fit and out-of-sample predictions and in both concurrent and prospective
specifications, it makes no substantive difference to the performance of OLSP which z’s are used.
Within sample fit and out-of-sample predictive performance of FE(xb+zg) changes little with choice
of z’s for the concurrent specification but does deliver modest improvement in the prospective
specification as more z’s are added. However, OLSP is the best performing predictor although the
differences are relatively small for the concurrent specification whereas they are substantial in the
prospective specification.
Thus far, the predictive performances have been gauged on the basis of predictive MSEs but
the relative performance of alternative predictors may very well be sensitive to choice of metric. As
an alternative, selected comparisons are repeated using the predictive ratio that is commonly used
in the risk adjustment literature. Unlike predictive MSE that measures model performance at the
level of the individual, risk ratios measure performance at a group level. For each decile of actual
expenditure, we calculate the ratio of the aggregate actual expenditure to the aggregate predicted
expenditure. These ratios are represented in Figures 2 to 4 and predictor superiority is judged by
how close these ratios are to unity.
Figure 2: Predictive risk ratios for post-sample prediction
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Figure 2 provides a comparison of predictive performance post sample for both concurrent
and prospective specifications, together with within sample performance as a benchmark. In both
concurrent and prospective specifications, overestimation of expenditures is the norm, risk ratios
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are almost always less than unity for low risk (expenditure) deciles 1 through 9. The extent of
overestimation is often extreme and this is more so for the prospective case. Expenditure in the
highest decile is underestimated and again this is much more pronounced for the prospective
specification. The ranking of predictors is stable across specifications. The fixed effect estimator,
FE(xb+mu), dominates OLSP both within sample and post-sample.
Turning to the out-of-sample results, the concurrent and prospective specifications are
provided separately in Figures 3 and 4. Because the choice of time-invariant regressors had limited
impact on the performance of alternative predictors, all time-invariant regressors are included in
OLSP and FE(xb+zg). For both the concurrent and prospective specifications, there is a recurrence of
the pattern observed in Figure 2, where expenditure in all deciles except the top decile are typically
overestimated and the expenditures in the largest decile are underestimated. Also, FE(xb+mu)
dominates within sample but is not operational for out-of-sample forecasts.
The performance of the feasible concurrent predictors in Figure 3 is very similar, although
the OLSP does better than either of the fixed effects predictors for most of the deciles. There is little
degradation in performance out-of-sample relative to within sample for these predictors but this
simply confirms the representativeness of the chosen holdout sample.
Figure 3: Predictive risk ratios for out-of-sample prediction with concurrent specifications
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Figure 4 again highlights the poorer performance of the prospective model relative to that of
the concurrent specification. Just as in the case of the concurrent specification, the OLSP tends to
outperform the available variants of fixed effects for most deciles.
Figure 4: Predictive risk ratios for out-of-sample prediction with prospective specifications
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6. Discussion
Overall, the results of the risk adjustment case study point to a clear preference for the OLSP
over all of the variants of fixed effects predictors that were considered. There were some exceptions
where fixed effect predictors proved superior but these were limited to some of the comparisons
made on the basis of risk ratios (group-level prediction).
The superiority of the OLSP for out-of-sample prediction was anticipated from the
simulation evidence that was presented. For fixed effects predictors to be competitive they need to
include estimated individual effects otherwise the possibly better (less biased) estimates of the
coefficients of the time-varying variables are detrimental to producing good forecasts. In contrast,
the OLSP will be the best linear predictor conditional on the available regressors. One might
anticipate that incorporating time-invariant regressors to allow for estimated individual specific
effects might favourably impact on the relative performance of the fixed effects predictors. This
conjecture was considered in our analysis of health expenditures. Using an extensive list of extra
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time-invariant regressors to predict individual specific effects did indeed improve fixed effect
predictors for use out of sample, but this improvement was not enough to overcome the superiority
of OLSP.
Somewhat surprising, given the simulation evidence, was the relative performance of
predictors in the case of post-sample prediction. Using the estimated individual specific effects in
time series forecasting did not uniformly improve the forecasting performance of the fixed effect
predictors and the OLSP was the best performing predictor in all cases when predictive MSE was the
performance measure. This result proved sensitive to the performance measure and when
predictive ratios were used to evaluate post-sample performance, the fixed effects predictor did
outperform the OLSP. This was the only situation where this ranking occurred.
The relative performance of the OLSP and FE(xb+mu) in post-sample prediction is impacted
by a number of factors. In the simulation evidence FE(xb+mu) did improve monotonically with , the
proportion of the variability in the unobservables attributable to the fixed effects. Holding constant
the signal to noise ratio means the OLSP is unaffected, and so for small enough values of , the OLSP
is expected to dominate FE(xb+mu). In our analysis of health expenditures, the estimated values
were in the range 0.2 to 0.5 depending on the sample and whether the prospective or concurrent
specification was used. So while in general this is a possible explanation of the relatively poor
performance of FE(xb+mu), these estimates of  suggest this is not the explanation here.
Instead, two other contributing factors are likely to be the main reasons for the relatively
poor performance of FE(xb+mu). The first of these is the extent of within variation, which if limited,
as it was in the risk adjustment case study (and likely to be in most micro panel data), will result in
deterioration in the relative performance of fixed effects predictors. The second and possibly most
important factor that influences the relative performance of predictors is the quality of the
estimates for the individual specific effects. The dominance of FE(xb+mu) within sample derives from
the inclusion of these individual effects. But even though non-zero individual effects may exist, in
cases such as ours with small T available to estimate these effects, they are likely to be estimated
with considerable variability that contributes to higher predictive forecast variability. The
consequence is that a simpler model, here OLSP, may prove superior in terms of predictive MSE.
This result, where the simpler OLSP performs well, is consistent with evidence drawn from
the literature comparing homogenous and heterogeneous panels; i.e. whether coefficients on
regressors are allowed to vary over individuals or not. Such comparisons require panels with at least
modest T values and so are not strictly transferable to the micro panel case. But there is a common
theme that emerges in this literature that Baltagi (2008) describes as:
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“...while the performance of various estimators and their corresponding forecasts may vary in
ranking from one empirical example to another, the consistent finding in all studies is that
homogenous panel data estimators perform well in forecast performance mostly due to their
simplicity, their parsimonious representation and the stability of parameter estimates.”
The other dimension of the comparisons made, is that between concurrent and prospective
specifications. The superiority of a concurrent model in terms of lower forecast errors is known.
Using German data, the MAPE from a prospective model is more than 60% greater than that from
the concurrent model (Behrend et al. 2007). Using Taiwan data, the corresponding figure is about
25% (Chang and Weiner, 2010). The results presented here demonstrate similarly large differences
in performance. This is primarily because the concurrent specification captures more of the costs of
actual utilization during a year. However, from a post-sample forecasting perspective such a
specification does not represent a truly operational predictive tool. On the other hand, the
prospective specification relies on past factors and so predictions of future utilization are readily
generated. While the concurrent model more accurately reflects actual spending, for payers using
risk adjustment models, the prospective model gives advance indication of what their financial
obligations will be. Thus for payment purposes, the prospective model is used more often than the
concurrent model; concrete applications include social health insurance in Germany and Medicare
Shared Savings program in the US.
To put the concurrent specification on an equal footing with the prospective specification
requires the use of predicted covariates to make the associated predictors operational. This is not an
approach implemented here and the question of which of these approaches is better is left for
further research. What has been emphasized in this paper is the relative performance of alternative
predictors when used in conjunction with different specifications and for use in post-sample and
out-of-sample prediction.

7. Conclusion
A rich data set comprising the linkage of a large cohort-representative survey to several
years of comprehensive health records provides a test bed to explore the relative forecasting
performance of alternative models of health expenditures. In contrast to much of the risk
adjustment literature, where such modelling is prevalent, our focus is on predictors that exploit the
availability of panel data. We also stress the distinction between predictions made out-of-sample
and post-sample that is possible when panel data are used. While it is unwise to draw strong
conclusions on the basis of our single case study and a somewhat limited extension of the simulation
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results of Baillie and Baltagi (1999), there are a number of general issues that our work highlights in
terms of forecasting with micro panels that feature a large number of individuals but limited time
periods.
First, the strong preference for fixed effects over OLS estimators when parameter estimation
is the goal does not readily extend to situations where prediction is being undertaken. While existing
simulation evidence also supports the use of a fixed effects approach when forecasting, we
demonstrate this is a fragile conclusion that is likely to be overturned in many practical situations,
including our models of health care costs. Simulation results add support and additional insights into
the results obtained in the application. These results are supportive of the use of the OLSP in a wide
range of circumstances.
While fixed effects predictors may prove useful in other applications, favorable
circumstances would need to exist for this to happen. These would include a relatively high
proportion of the variability in the unobservables attributable to individual specific effects and
having regressors with considerable within variation. A third factor that would be helpful is to have a
relatively large number of time series observations in order to better estimate individual specific
effects. However, such a situation takes us out of the realm of micro panels into a situation where
alternative approaches and model specifications might be entertained.
Despite the limited success of predictors that explicitly utilize the panel structure there are
advantages of having panel data that have not been highlighted but nonetheless need to be
recognized. First, the prospective model that arguably is the more useful specification for risk
adjustment requires panel data. Second, there is likely to be gains in predictive performance that
derives from simply having extra data. More specifically in the particular case of risk adjustment, the
key set of predictors is associated with hospital diagnoses, which come sporadically. Panels provide
richer data in this very important domain.
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